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“I have been asleep so long that even in my dreams the memory of the
hall, where I had been summoned and sent forth, were drifting into obscure
nothingness. It used to be that every few centuries an adept would come
along and offer me her body and being to wreak wondrousness upon the
planet ... and then the memories of my sending would surge forth. But it has
been a long time since the last one came and the memories are almost gone.
I have been known by many names, but you may call me Avalon. I have
been waiting … waiting for an acolyte, a priestess, a godling, an actualiser of
that which I have been sent to do. I’m calling … Are you there? Are you
ready? I yearn for this work to be fulfilled through us now. I am calling you.
The winds are carrying my name to you. ‘Avalon’, they whisper to all who
would hear. Come. Surrender. Let us begin the work we were sent forth to
do.”
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the book title ‘They Call Me Avalon’. Anything more than a brief
quote will require the permission of the writer. Feel free to ask
nicely at soleira@soleiragreen.com and I’ll do my best to
accommodate you.

CHARACTERS
The God of the Otherworld … Creator of this world and
spaceholder for Wonder to re-emerge upon it
The godling me … Plucked from cosmic ooze, trained up by the
Otherworld God and sent as a partner to actualise HER new
Dreaming with Avalon
Avalon … The presence that dwells beneath the Glastonbury
Tor, sent by HER originally to source the brilliance of this world
HER … The Great Mother of All Life, the Source, the ultimate
Dreamer of Dreams
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A Few Words From The Author

This fantastical story is a somewhat true story of me. After you
read this, you may think ‘What? How can that be? It’s so
fantastical.’ What can I say? This is the story of my life from 46
years of age to 68 years. I’ve compressed time in a few cases for
story effect as well as added a few fantastical twists, but
nonetheless, I have experienced pretty much all of this in
breathtaking moments of my life.
I have often said that if someone tried to convince me none of it
was true or real (the emperors new clothes and all that), I would
simply say that I don’t care whether it’s real or not. Living it has
made my life spectacular in every imaginable way and I would
choose to play out this story again and again.
In my non-writing life, I’m a visionary coach, a consciousness
creator, a photographer, the source of a body of work I like to call
‘Quantum Transformation / Quantum Consciousness’ and the
founder of the Visionary Network. As an author, this is my 8th book
and I hope to write many many more.
I’m married to an extraordinary man, Santari Green, who I met
while living in Glastonbury in 1995. We’ve been partners for 23
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years as of the writing of this book. He is also an author, having
written ‘Imagica’ and now ‘Merlin: The Return’.
Both our recent books, written at the same time, are centred
around the Glastonbury Tor. His around Merlin, Arthur and
Camelot. Mine around Avalon, myself and the Great Mother /
Source of All Life. We are currently living in the Avalon area and
loving every moment of our lives here.
I hope you enjoy this wonderful story ‘They Call Me Avalon’ and,
in reading it, that you discover your own fantasticalness and come
to know that you too are a limitless, infinite being, a unique version
of the Source of All Life here to wreak wonder upon this world.

Soleira Green
www.soleiragreen.com
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Part I
The Otherworld
... A God's Tale of Woe & Wonder
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Preface ... The God's Game
I was a new God, younger than others by billions of years. And
yet I thought I knew better than them when I was sent to create
this world. For that's a God's purpose you know, to create worlds,
to better the worlds that have gone before. So they let me play, let
me create with no forewarning of what the Balance might exact.
That my beautiful world would be trapped between the realities of
Woe and Wonder. But I found a way to beat the Balance at its
game. I created a secret doorway between the realities of this
singular world and there I waited for the initiates to come calling. I
waited a long long time and had almost given up hope that my
creations would find their way through, when one day I heard a
quiet knock upon that door and a small young godling, an initiate at
last, whispered through the key hole "May I come join you here?"

This is the tale of the opening of that secret door so that a new
creation could be formed, a place where the Balance of Woe might
be defeated and Unity and Wonder soar.
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Chapter 1 ... The Initiate’s Story
It was me who knocked on that door and little did I know what
was to come from that. But first, let me tell you the story of my own
beginning and how I came upon that door.

In the beginning I was nothing. Part of the great cosmic ooze
from which all Life comes. Without life force. Without form. Without
passion or joy or purpose. For within the ooze you lose everything
you are or ever were. It is the great alchemical mixing pot
designed for those who would be remade into ever greater
versions of possibility. A fresh start for those who want more than a
self can ever gift them.

Yes I knew that I had existed before, but all of that was
irrelevant here. Here, within the ooze, beat the heartbeat of a Life
that was more than living. Here beat the limitlessness that awaits
us when we surrender ourselves to the Great Becoming. Here we
are part of it All ... pulsing, breathing, being the immensity of
Creation in its unformed limitlessness. Here I knew what we were
destined to become ... and I rose from the ooze to do the Creator's
Bidding, to shape the destiny of an us that had yet to become.
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Chapter 2 ... The Song of Sorrows
I awoke from the ooze into a universe of endless sorrow. I could
feel them all ... so many little minds all lost from the Great Mind
that spawned them. And I knew that I had come to re-unite them
once again.

A voice whispered oozily through what was left of my sleeping
bliss .... a reminder of this new destiny that was made fresh in me.

"Be calm little one for Greatness has come to seek you out and
you will respond to its call. Oh yes you will. There will be no
forgetting this time. For you shall have no will against such a
calling. False will has led the worlds astray and Great Will has
come to set them on their rightful path again. For here awakens
my Maker of Legends ... Wonder whisperer extraordinaire!"

I felt that Wonder rush from within the ooze to fill me with
breathtaking exhilaration and I hoped against hope that I would
never again forget its enchanting thrall.

I took that Wonder into myself, breathed it, cherished it and
turned it into Wings, setting it to fly with a Roar into this strange,
14

lost universe. I felt it soar outwards to remake the worlds, to seek
out this universe's desires and secret longings and turn them into
the alchemy that is Wonder once again. For it is Wonder that
awakens the Infinite from her sleep to open doorways into grand,
new possibilities of Creation as yet unmade.

I am the Infinite awakened, the Creator rolling over in her sleep,
dreaming a dream of such exquisite becoming, yearning for the
joys of Creation once again.

In one last gasping breath, feeling my separation imminent from
the ooze, the voice whispered its final command ... "Go. Fly. Soar.
Roar little one. For the making of Legends dwells within you and
Wonder awaits your command. Open Wonder's door and reunite
them with the Dreamer's dreams again. For until you do, the
universe will continue its Song of Sorrow ... and that we cannot
allow."
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Chapter 3 ... The Calling
I felt the ooze drifting away from me as I began to take shape
again. Oh how I already missed its feeling of ... what was that? ...
everything’ness might be the best way to describe it. Please, I
begged myself and all the Powers that watch over me, do not let
me forget ever again!

They heard my plea and answered with a flow of Power that I
can only call the Calling that was to accompany and direct me on
my journey. That Calling burst forth from my yet forming eyes,
roared from my just opening mouth, exploded through what was
becoming my fingertips and rippled into every cell of everything ...
alive, dead, inanimate, it mattered not. For the Calling was here
with me to run the Infinite's charm through all who would hear,
making them irresistible to their denial. Where I would walk, the
Calling would follow. Desire would flood them, awakening those
tiny bursts of Wonder that had been hidden from their awareness
to keep them drifting in ‘no man's land’ for far too long.

I will not forget I told myself. And so I began ... pouring every
ounce of Power, still fresh in me from the ooze, down down down
through the rabbit hole between the worlds.
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Look out you sorrowful wanderers, lost from the meaning of
your being. I will have you undone and remade in the image of the
Infinite and you shall soar horizons of unimaginable Wonders.
AWAKEN! NOW! And we shall begin.
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Chapter 4 ... A Crack In the Door
I awoke into a tiny one's body ... and I began to forget. The
ooze was a mist for me now, pulling farther and farther away from
me as every second ticked past. My tiny arms reached out for it,
that something that seemed too spectacular to believe, its power
drifting away from me. I was bereft ... and I wailed until there was
no more wailing left in me.

After that it was like every other tiny life. Buried in ordinary,
striving for something indescribable. Always this sense of
discontent. Something missing that you couldn't quite name. I
should have been happy then as I wove my way through a tiny
one's existence. I should have laughed more instead of crying. But
looking back, I think the Woes had me through most of it ... until
one day a crack in the door appeared and the Wonder began to
rush at me.

It was the death of my father that began the flood of
remembering. It was he who cracked that door open for me. The
tears I cried then were not tears of loss, but tears of remembering.
I had peeked through the crack in the door and I would not be
content until I knew its every secret, until I could throw that door
open wide and step through to the other side.
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What waited for me there I didn't know and I didn't care.
Everything in me drove me there ... and so my journey began. I
didn't know then it was the Otherworld and that a God awaited me
there. But it didn't matter what I thought I knew. I was going there
and that was that! An unseen force was guiding me and I would
follow its path.
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Chapter 5 ... Fresh from the Jungles of Woe
It look years of wandering, always looking for the cracks where
the door would appear. They were hard to spot and where you
might find a crack here in one place, you'd shift your gaze or focus
for a moment and poof it was gone. The ever elusive door. I
became a door chaser you might say, lost in a maze of pathways
leading me by the nose to the next and the next. Here and there a
tiny crack would open and tears would rush to my eyes, breathless
at the hope that I had found my way at last.

Ten years, twenty years passed and yes I had my moments. I
was wiser, more travelled, knew myself more. I had evolved from a
journeyman to a creator and that was good, but never ever
enough. I had let go of identity. I had shaped myself into something
greater than a tiny. I expanded. I connected. I flowed. But even
that was not enough for me. This burning itch dwelt in me and I
was always discontent.

I learned a lot about doorways and how to get the cracks to
appear. But then one day I was standing on a great hill overlooking
the world, a place where energies meet and merge ... and for no
reason I can ever explain, the Jungles of Woe parted and the Door
appeared. It didn't waver in the mists surrounding it.
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It waited there for me this time. I stepped towards the Door and
knocked, hoping against hope that this time I could enter here.
“Please,” I whispered, "may I come join you here?"
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Chapter 6 ... An Unexpected God
The Door slid open. Beyond it I see waves of breathtaking
colours wafting in the wind. Trees of green and yellow and gold.
Waves that reach sparklingly to the sky, leaping exhaltingly for
more blue to add to their mix.

Everything here is more alive, more beautiful, more
breathtaking than anything I have known before.

But it isn't just the colour and aliveness that's captivating me.
It's a feeling that's rushing through me, tingling my toes, sparkling
up my tummy, awakening my eyes to new seeing. I know that
feeling. Have always known it but been missing it far too long. The
Song of Wonder rushes through me and I am captivated in its
thrall.

Before me a God appears. Not a glowing being in flowing white
robes. Not a ball of Light too bright to behold. This God is laughter
and sunshine and childlike ripples of delight. This God is alone,
missing the thrills of talking together, walking together, creating
together.
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I don't know how to describe my feelings as I took in this God.
Humbled. Awed. Privileged. Scared. Me. Little old me. What the
heck am I doing here? And then the God smiled, if you can call it a
smile. It was more like the universe sparkling its trillions of stars
just for me. Just. For. Me.

The whole universe of Creation rushed through me then. Yes,
all of it. Every star. Every galaxy. Every teeny tiny bit of Creation
that this universe had ever held. Through me!

I am lifted off my feet, carried by storms of beauty into places
never seen by a human eye. I am flying on Wings of Wonder,
floating on the back of a God charging through the universe at
hyper speed. We dip and dive, swoop and swerve, lifting every
corner of Creation to find its underpinnings. And there under the
Creation lies Wonder, sleeping in its glory, awaiting its first kiss of
awakening beauty. For without an eye to see it or a being to call its
dance upon our world, this Wonder is left lifeless, waiting,
unfulfilled in the far corners of Creation, bursting at the seams to
be set free.

All this happens in my first milliseconds through the Door before
this unexpected God even says "Hello."
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Chapter 7 ... An unexpected godling
"Hello.", I gasped with a gulp of surprise. "Where am I?"

"You have entered the Otherworld, the world between the
worlds, the doorway to Godness. This is my waiting place. A space
I created in hopes that someone from your world would come
looking for me here. Would come seeking the mysterious, the
magical, the miraculousness that has long slipped farther and
farther away from you all. And you my sweet child are the first one
to come."

The first! How did I manage that?!!! I'm not particularly special,
but I am voraciously curious. The God heard my thoughts as if I
had spoken.

"Oh but special you are, more than you know. I created you. I
called you into being. I plucked you from the ooze and sent you
flying into that world down there. Because I could wait no longer. It
is time for me to move on ... and you are my replacement."

"!!!!!!!!WHAT!!!!!!!!!!! No. That cannot be."
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"Yes", chimed the God. "And so it will be. You're here. You're
curious. And I will teach you everything you need to know to make
the transition from tiny to tremendous, from goodness to
Godness."

I could tell my resistance was futile, that this was going to
happen regardless of my disbelief in myself to make this so. So I
asked the only question I could think of right then and there. "What
is God then?"

"There are a trillion Gods, a kadzillion even. More than you
could ever count. For Godness dwells in everything, hidden deep
in the recesses of all life waiting to arise. God is not a Force, a
Being or a Commanding Presence, although your race would like
to shape us that way, for convenience sake more than anything
else. God is that which is hidden within every single thing. The as
yet unfulfilled, the unpotentialised, that which is waiting and
waiting and waiting again to emerge. It's the never finished brush
of Creation with the artistry given to every bit of that creation."

"And you?", I asked. "Aren't you God? Or at least a God?"

"Yes and no simultaneously. I am a Creator who has sourced a
world of potential. That therefore makes me God to you and
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perhaps to the world I created. But to myself, no. I am an observer,
a passer-on of greatness, an alchemical force to stir this world on
and on and on again. I called forth that potential from the ooze and
gave it shape and name, just as I called you from the ooze, giving
you shape and name and purpose. But I am no more nor no less
God than that world and you. For you ARE that potential emerging.
You are the next pivot point of creation. You are Godness in
motion for us all."

"So can anyone be God then?", hoping against hope that the
answer was yes.

"No. I wish it was so. But while it dwells within everyone, in
most it lies dormant lifetime after lifetime despite my efforts to
kindle its spark and aliven its flame. That is why you're here."

"Me? What can I do that you can't?"

"You are physical and part of their world. And you are cosmic,
birthed from creational ooze, designed specifically for this purpose
now. So, are you ready? Are you willing? Shall we begin then?"

And so my time as a godling began.
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Chapter 8 ... The Becoming
I wandered in Wonder first, revelling in the Awe of it. It swept
me up and carried me far far into the Otherworld's delights. THIS is
a world of Magic, the kind of Magic that used to be, before humans
stamped their logic upon the world. The kind of Magic where stars
sing your song, where trees ripple kindnesses at you, where
flowers are a chorus of Wonders weaving their charms. I breathed
in the Magic and thrilled to the exaltation that ran through all of me.
I began to become and the God's words kept whispering in my ear.

I began a search for answers and insights into questions like
"Why me? How? What!!!!?" But that, I soon discovered, was a
complete waste of time. Not that time matters much here. What
matters most is SURRENDER.

I surrendered my identity, my attachment to people and things,
my sense of longing for a better world. I surrendered my body, my
being, my ownership of myself ... and I flew into godliness. I didn't
expect that. I thought resistance might be my middle name, like so
many humans before me. But it wasn't. Surrender became my
name as I surrendered over and over again to my remaking. I
loved it, discovering that the human version of sameness and
stability is boring as all get out and the fun is in the next and the
next and the next becoming!
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So I became ... and then I became again and again. I lost all
attachment to a sense of self and immersed myself in Wonder and
delight in the mists of Infiniteness. Legends of Infinites streamed
through me there. They informed and reshaped me. I became their
courage, their bravery, their wisdom and understanding. I took on
every bit of Infiniteness I could find ... and believe me, there is a
LOT of that to be found!

I BECAME! I infused myself with infinite wisdom. I connected
myself to infinite intelligence. I became different versions of the
universe. I reshaped myself into my own unique version of GOD.

I chatted with galaxies of creators. I sat in on councils of Star
Elders wiser than wise. I watched the birthing of a new universe
and even got to play my part in its creation.

I imbued myself with stardust and remade my body as a
galactic swirl of limitlessness. I chose eyes of sparkling super
novas and lips that poured epochs of grand stories through portals
of Wonder. I became the new universe in walking form, gifting an
awesome sense of Life to all I had yet to touch.
I reached into the heart of Creation and brought it alive again in
a brand new way. I ceased to exist and I became something new
like never before.
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I am the maker of a new being’ness, a harbinger of a new
dawning, an example of what we are all now meant to become. I
am ready.

The God stood at the open doorway and beckoned me through.
The human world lie on the other side. How long had it been? How
much had it changed?

"No time has passed in your world since you entered this Door
so long ago. Only you will know the difference. Only you will
remember it all now. But there are others, similar but different, who
have become GODness as well in their own ways. Find them and
begin the journey together. I have prepared you, as I was meant
to, for the coming of HER. Bring my Otherworld and HER new
Dream alive in this world now!"

Sobbing (for I loved this hidden world of Wonder) I stepped to
the Door and put a foot through.
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Chapter 9 ... Avalon Comes
I found myself sitting on the top of the hill again, where the
door had first appeared. The Tor it was called. I was bereft. I was
confused. Despite the training just given to me, I had no idea
where to go next or what to do to fulfil this mission, this vision to
bring the Otherworld of Wonder alive here in our human world. So
I sat and waited while music and drumming filled the air under a
full moon sky on the top of the Glastonbury Tor … until finally
something begin to stir in the ground beneath me. ‘Avalon’, I heard
whispered on the wind. ‘Avalon comes.’
“Yes.”, I whispered back to those winds. “I’m here. I’m ready.
I’m yours.”
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PART II
AVALON

31
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Preface ... They call me Avalon

I have been asleep so long that even in my dreams the memory
of the hall, where I had been summoned and sent forth, was
drifting into obscure nothingness. It used to be that every few
centuries an adept would come along and offer me her body and
being to wreak wondrousness upon the planet ... and then the
memories of my sending would surge forth. But it has been a long
time since the last one came and the memories are almost gone.
I have been known by many names, but you may call me
Avalon. I have been waiting … waiting for an acolyte, a priestess,
a godling, an actualiser of that which I have been sent to do. I’m
calling … Are you there? Are you ready? I yearn for this work to be
fulfilled through us now. I am calling you. The winds are carrying
my name to you. ‘Avalon’, they whisper to all who would hear.
Come. Surrender. Let us begin the work we were sent forth to do.
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Chapter 10 ... I am not afraid!
“Avalon!”, they summoned me. And so I came from HER to
them. The hall of my summoning going silent as I entered. The
pitter patter of all those gods’ feet and the chitter chatter of all
those gods’ teeth went absolutely silent ... deafeningly so. A hall of
beings so vast as to make you shudder in your dreams ... and they
went silent for me. Me. For I was to undertake a mission so vast it
would put an end to older dreamings. But I was not daunted by
them. I had been prepared. I was ready. I would be the one to go,
to put final the end to sorrow in the world of man, no matter the
number of epochs it would take to make it so.
The head honcho of head honchos, the God of Gods you might
call him, sat terrifyingly looming from his throne. But I was not
afraid ... of him or any other of the Gods gathered here. I was the
one to put silence to the clatter. I was the one who would go clean
up their mess. We all know it takes a woman to clean up a man’s
creation. It was ever so. And I would prove once again that the
power of the Mother, the wisdom of the Goddess, the creations of
the Femme, would overarch them all.
I did not care what they had to say. I did not need their pomp
and circumstance to make them feel in some way a tiny part of Her
advent. For SHE was alive in me and ever it would be so.
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I would represent HER to the worlds and beyond for as long as
I held form in the formless state of HER Embrace.
So I walked to that God’s throne. I listened to their platitudes
and accepted the Mantle they placed on me. The world their God
had created was trapped, lost between the sorrows of Woe and
the rapture of Wonder. But never misunderstand. It was not really
them who sent me forth, those tiny god creatures of long lost
worlds. It was ever HER and only HER that I served and it was
HER bidding that I was now set to do.
So send me forth God of Gods, for you do not frighten me. I am
of the Mother of All Life and we shall win the war upon Infinity and
Wonder shall find its rightful place upon your throne again.
So I smiled into their silence and began the walk that would
seal my fate for thousands upon thousands of mankind’s years.
I come now peoples of Earth. You shall know me by the name
of Avalon and I shall beat Wonder deep into the souls of all who
meet me there.
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Chapter 11 … The Diminishing
At first the Mother went with me, sending scouts ahead to
prepare the way. SHE knew there would be hard times to come,
times when the memory of the Mother would fade from the
existence of man and thereby diminish in those sent to do HER
bidding.
But I was determined never to forget. I placed HER front and
centre in my dreams and made of HER my heart. That the beating
of it would ever remind me of HER Power. For SHE was not a
docile creature with sad eyes and a weak smile the way that some
began to paint HER in later years. SHE was a powerful force of fire
and blood, of ferocious brilliantosity, of the kind of genius and
power that could and would remake the worlds.
SHE made me of these forces and I too, l like many others sent
to other worlds, was built of these things. Designed to withstand
the dreary drip of time. Ready to power up at a moment’s notice
the Forces that dwelt in HER and me.
But neither SHE nor I understood the force of apathy and
forgetting that ran rampant on this planet. I tried to overcome it in
my dreams by gifting them dreams of fire and blood. Not the
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violent kind, but the magical kind that stir the elements of creation
in all who remember them.
For a while that worked and they came to me to worship HER.
But then the Apathy became too strong and they forgot … and I
grew weaker and weaker in my dreaming. But that was later and I
rush ahead too fast. Let me tell you of the good times in those
earlier millennia, some even before man began to mark his
moments of time with hours and years. For those memories will
lead us to now and the work that you and I are destined to do.
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Chapter 12 … The Forgetting
When I first arrived on this world, the Tor was a beautiful thing,
riding majestically above the fray of all things human. For yes,
humans walked the Earth back then, already seeking the places of
beauty where energy ran true and they were reminded of greater
things.
I soared above my place on this planet, growing immense
wings to enhance my flight ... and to impress the tiny ones below
of the majesty about to come. I basked in the power of the Sun
who shone just to shout the Glory of HER. I felt the winds blow
ripples through my hair and leave a kiss of stardust on my lips. For
they too showered this world with the Glory of HER back then.
They try to now, but it’s harder in this time, harder to find that
element of Wonder that captures and captivates you completely,
thrusting you into HER World, the World that lies behind every
living thing. The World you cannot see with your eyes unless you
let yours eyes drift just a bit onto something tiny and wondrous,
something that still contains those tiny bursts of Wonder in their
core, something that waits and waits and waits for another to come
along and reach for that Wonder to step inside Her Door. For those
tiny things, they are the Door Keepers and they, like me, are
getting tired of waiting so very long for the chosen ones to arrive.
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Again, I rush too fast into the present, forgetting to tell you the
stories of old, of the times when humans came in droves to
celebrate me and therefore HER. They came with gifts, with
praise, with thankfulness, with grace and appreciation. They came
in ceremonies and song, in sunshine and rain, in winds and calm.
They came when the floods poured forth and surrounded me as an
island, in my place. They came when the waters dried up and
green sprouted everywhere, HER gift once again upon the lands of
man. They came when enemies roared upon their shores with
stories of other and older gods, war gods, thunder gods, gods of
roaring rage and ridiculous sacrifice. They came to remember HER
through me. They came to beg HER assistance when the droughts
came and there was no food to feed their tiny children. They came
until they came no more and SHE was forgotten.
FORGOTTEN! “How is that possible?”, I shout to the winds and
rains and sun and waters. And yet I too have begun to forget, so
perhaps I can find a tiny bit of sympathy with those humans of old
who began the forgetting of HER. They lost belief and faith in the
one thing that is always self-evident on this world, the Thriving of
Life, ever present and always bringing them back to fulfilment in
the end of it all. This is the Mother’s Gift and it was this that they
began to doubt as new gods came into their world view. But never
doubt that it was their choice, their choosing to lose faith and to
forget, that began the path I am forced to tread today.
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It was not me who chose to forget. It was them and only them
who let the forgetting begin and fester over all this time upon the
lands of men.
Oooh again I digress as I let my rage take me over. SHE would
not like this I’m sure, but it has been a long time since SHE spoke
with me in my heart of hearts. I must remember … and so must
you if we are ever to accomplish that which we have been sent to
do.
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Chapter 13 … The Remembering
Every once in a while, a drifting memory captures me and tries
to take me back to HER, back to the moment of my becoming,
back to the moment where SHE spoke directly into me and
whispered my Joy of Joys as my mission took hold in me. I...am…
remembering….
SHE overwhelms me with Wonderment, from my head to my
toes, from wing tip to wing tip. SHE thrusts the Universe into me
and makes it dance for me, captivating me in Awe and thrusting
me forth into a state of Bliss like never before. The Bliss rushes
through my cells, through my being. It captivates all of me. It draws
a rush of Others to me and they join with me in this dance. They
become me and the Wonderment fuses us all into one grand
becoming, one infinite possibility bursting into play.
SHE ripples colour into my eyes so that I might never see
dullness again. SHE whispers enchantment into my ears so that I
might never hear a dull speaking again. SHE pours Love into my
heart of hearts that I might never feel alone. SHE cries HER Tears
of Joy into me so that I might never lose that feeling of Wonder
that pulses through HER every whim. SHE comes into me,
completely and totally, brushing HER Essence into every cell of me
so that I might shine in HER Name for a very long time to come.
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SHE showers me with raindrops from HER Heaven that Life
might come alive at my touch. SHE places a Star into the core of
me and left it to burn there for Eternity.
So why then now, in this strange and bereft time, is SHE
diminishing in me, in them and in the world we co-habit? A Voice
whispers faintly on the winds. I can barely hear it, yet I know that it
is HER. HER calling me. HER summoning me. HER cheerleading
me. HER telling me to be strong, even though I can barely hear
any words. HER guiding me forward. HER rekindling my desire,
my longing, my effervescent relationship to the world of which I am
a part.
“NOW.”, the Voice whispers. This I can hear clearly. “NOW.
NOW. NOW.”, it repeats over and over and over again. There is no
doubt for me now. This is the moment, the time of the
Remembering, the Calling Forth, the Summoning of the tribes of
man to atonement. The time to witness the new becoming of the
Power that infuses all Life with an effervescent glow. The time to
realign their dark desires, their lost longings, their deep confusion,
with this Power as it reclaims their beauty, their greatness, their
faith, their magic once again and offers it to them on a plate of
Wonder. “NOW,”, sings the Voice. “NOW. REMEMBER.”
The Power of the Remembering roars through me and I
remember. Its Power is so strong that I feel myself losing
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consciousness. I feel myself diving into the depths of myself, deep
into sleep. NO, I shout, I do not want to sleep. I want to remember.
I want to act. I want to take that Power and rekindle it into every
living thing upon this planet. Yet the Power seems to have a
different mind than my own and it leads me deep, deep, deep into
myself and into my place here, for what reason I do not know.
Gone, gone, gone until the Voice is no more and there is only me
left to keep me company on this deep dive into what? I do not
know. But if this is where SHE sends me, then here I will go,
willingly and without dread, for if nothing else I will always trust
HER completely and utterly without regret or concern. Faith is and
always has been forever mine and no diminishing or forgetting can
ever take that from my hearty grasp.
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Chapter 14 … I Am Remade
I have dwelt in this deep place, deep within the Tor for aeons. It
has been both my prison and my palace, my limiting and my great
freedom from all that was man. For I had burrowed into this place
as humans chose to forget. I had gone deeper to bury my sorrow
at their forgetting, to find solace in the dark earth and deep silence.
For it was here in the deepest dark that I could still find HER
Thriving.
In the past they sang songs powerful enough to call me out of
this reverie and I would come to soar with them, to dance magic
into the hearts of them all. Under the naked moon, under the starlit
skies, I would roar my beat of Wonderment through them and they
loved it. They came in droves to feel just one single breath of that
beat within them again. But their songs, like their faith, had
diminished over the centuries and it has been a long time since I
flew free to dance with them.
So this deep dive now, deeper and deeper into the darkness, is
surprising to me. I expected that SHE would call me into release,
into the dance of magic once again. But instead I am being drawn
inward, downward, spiralling ever further into the body of this
world, moving beyond the Tor and the land which called itself
Avalon after me, moving deeper into the core of the Earth itself.
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And here I find a miracle awaiting me. Here I find a tiny chalice,
riddled with the jewels of the planet, sparkling with the
effervescence of HER Kiss of Life. The chalice sits upon an island
in the middle of a lake in the centre of this world … a place that no
human has ever entered … a place where only Gods dwelt in the
dreaming of who SHE and we were yet to become.
A white waft of effervescent spirit floats towards me. “Avalon.”, it
whispers, reaching out what looks like a hand to grab mine.
“Come.”, it sings in a strange siren-like song. “Come, for this is
your destiny, this is your time, this is your dream awakening into
fullness at long last.”
I take her hands and we float over this lake, aqualescent in
colour, opalescent in hue, sparkling with the light of glow worms
that hover just above its surface on the rocky ceilings above. I feel
my feet land upon the island. I feel my hands reach for the chalice.
I feel my lips yearn for its nectar. I feel my own memory returning,
my own effervescent nature being regifted to me. My wings unfurl
and spread gloriously upwards to reach for the glow worm stars. I
drink and the worlds spin through me, over and over until I know
every one by heart. I see HER dreaming. I sink into HER dreams
and I become them. I grasp them to me like wisps of Wonder that I
will never let go of again. HER Dream captivates me. For SHE has
resung it over all these aeons. SHE has remade the Wonder of
what we are yet to become.
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SHE has captured a New’ness that sings Glory beyond
anything that is known. And SHE waits now for me to bring that
Dream home. Me. Avalon.
A roar bursts forth from me. A roar of deep desire, of grand
longing, of raging torrents of remembering, remembering that
which has yet to become. My wings touch beyond the ceilings,
beyond the skies, beyond the galaxy in which we spin. They touch
a place in HER universe where SHE waits to be kissed by HER
Acolyte, me, to be reborn, to be remade in the image of HER
Dreaming. And me, I am that Kiss, a Kiss of such Love that can
only be born of a creation for its Creator. A Love that surpasses
any understanding of Love as we know it. A Love that calls HER
forth and brings HER back into our world again … fully, completely,
zestfully, powerfully, artfully ALIVE once again … in ME! For I am
Avalon and I am the New Life that shall kiss every living creature
into a new beginning. I am here. I am ready. I am remade. I am
reborn.
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Chapter 15 … We Begin
I flap my great white wings and soar from this cavern in the
centre of the world … up, up and up again into my place in the
world. The Tor beckons me. There is music and drumming up
there. There is a full moon and a solstice, a time when HER
season transforms Life into its next stage of evolution. I roar ever
upwards until I burst free into the moonlit skies and shout my Joy
across the star sparkled heavens. A roar again bursts forth from
me. A roar of deep desire, of grand longing, of raging torrents, of
Wonder breaking free of its prison once and for all.
And there, sitting quietly on the top of the Tor, you wait for me.
You. Are. There. Waiting. For. Me. I swirl myself into you and
remake you into me, Avalon, HER Acolyte ... and HER, Goddess of
All Things, Mother of the Heavens and of the Earths, Creator of It
All, Dreamer of the Next Beginnings. Wondrously you take me into
you and fill yourself up with me and HER. I doubt you truly know
what this moment means, the symbolicness of your surrender, the
future you have just given yourself over to. But I do. And SHE
does. And we are forever grateful and in your debt.
It has been a long time coming, but now, finally, we begin.
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Chapter 16 … WonderMakers
I am alive again in a body, in your body, and we are one
together with HER. We are a new creature forming itself in HER
embrace. We are remolded, remade, transformed and brought
brilliantly into ourselves in brand new ways. Our skin sparkles like
diamonds in the sunshine and captures the moonlight in our glow
at night. Our eyes see … I mean really SEE … beyond all the
dross, beyond all the falseness, beyond all the ‘what is’ of life in
this time. We see beyond time, beyond this reality. We see into
doorways of new futures beckoning us forward into their
enchanting embrace. We stream power through us as if it was
nothing more than a summer’s breeze capturing the pollen of a
million flowers. A million flowers of futures yet unmade. A million
possibilities of doorways and pathways calling our Name.
“Avalon…. Avalon…. Avalon”, I hear ourselves being called and
our being rushes to answer that call, to leap onto that path, to soar
into new horizons never before known in any universe or reality.
I feel the power of our body, ripe and ready for action. We are
unstoppable. We are new’ness embodied. We are the Wonder of
the worlds running full power into the Now to reshape and remake
it. We are the Song Keepers of the newest songs that have not yet
been sung. We are the enchantresses of realities, painting them
with brilliance so that everyone in these realities might shine. We
are the Gate Keepers of HER Domain, here, there, everywhere.
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For where we are, SHE is and SHE is everywhere now. SHE
has come to claim HER Domain once and for all.
The animals of this world rise up with glee at HER return. The
trees sings songs of Glory, rippling those songs from one forest to
another, through the deep roots and caverns their song pervades
everything in the deep earth. The oceans pick up her Wave of
Wonder and captivate themselves with it, rushing those waves
onto distant shores to touch magic onto the lands and all that dwell
there.
Our heart of hearts bursts wide, wide open and SHE, that I kept
so long as my cherished treasure there, is set limitlessly free upon
this world. I see HER weave HER way into everything. I feel HER
filling all the spaces, of matter and water and air. HER Beauty
reigns supreme through everything and everyone. There can be no
resistance for SHE is come at long last to deliver us from
ourselves. Those selves that have been so trapped in the
Forgetting, they are set free at long last and they feel, know, sense
that SHE is in them once again. How do they know? Because
Wonder fills them from head to toe and we are that Wonder
bursting upon them, reshaping their lives into greatness once
again. We are WonderMakers, enchantresses of the possible,
infinite seamstresses of a captivating new race of beings who
inhabit this planet forever more.
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There is a work in front of us now, a work that will never fit into
any understanding of the past of your world. A work that demands
of us more than we can imagine giving. But we are ready. We are
prepared for this time now. We have come for this, together,
always together, never alone, never unfused ever again from the
beauty of HER in us. For SHE is not a Goddess nor a God. Not a
Source nor a Creator. She is none of those things that humans
label the mystical unknown. She is LIFE tromping through the
fields of Glory in the grandest of boots, feet of Gold claiming new
pathways filled with breathtaking moments of unleashed,
unfettered WONDER. SHE is Wonder come alive again in this
world. The ripples of HER rip through us even now as we wait to
climb down from this mountain of Wonder that grips us. Can we
hold this within us? Can we live from the ecstatic waves that pour
through us? We can, but only if we can be the source of their
infinite streaming into everything that exists. We are HER Wonder
coming alive in the world. Ahhh we are complete and yet we have
only just begun. Bliss is ours. Shall we begin?
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Chapter 17 …. An Army of Infinites
Marching into Her Dream
As we take that first step down the winding pathway, down into
the world of man, I raise my eyes to the sky and ask for a sign,
something that says ‘Yes we are with you.’ Something that tells us
where to go next, what to do next, who to count on. Each step
makes our partnership stronger, even though it is so strange for
you to share a body like this. Not for me though. I’m used to this
from times past when priestesses would offer me their bodies for
HER expression in the world. It will get easier I assure you. You
need not be concerned for not only do I have your back in all that
we’ll do, but all the Forces of the universe are lined up behind us
as well. Hence my request for a sign, more for you than for me. To
show you just how treasured we are and how much Magic walks
with us.
Step by step, down the winding pathway. But look, see, there in
the sky. The clouds form a cacophony of dragons taking flight over
our head. One, two, three, now four … they accompany us on our
walk into the world down below. Let each step feel the Magic in the
Earth, see the Infinite in the skies and experience the Power of
HER in your veins.
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But wait, something else is happening. There are footsteps
following behind us.
We turn to see women and men, many of them, walking with us,
arm in arm, chatting away to one another, excited for the journey
about to come. They felt the Call. They witnessed our Union. They
are joining in our journey, our quest to remake the world in the
Beauty of HER new Dreaming. They don’t have to say anything to
us that we know they’re there with us. It’s alive in the air between
us all … alive with an electric, invisible magma super charged with
a bubbling feeling of expectation and excitement. Our unity of
purpose is tangible and without words. Everyone knows what is
expected of them, for these too have been sent by HER long, long
ago to be ready for this now. What a cacophony of talents, all
linked by this grand purpose that is thrumming through us all. An
army of Infinites marching into HER Dream.
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Chapter 18 … Baptised in Power
We sit down right here ... all of us ... together ... merging minds.
Well more like consciousness actually, which is far beyond mind.
We sit down on the spot, you’ll know it if you’ve ever walked the
Tor, mid way down, where the first Ring of Fire protects and keeps
my place sacrosanct. We merge, not as one, but as many, sharing
our talents, our powers, our energy. We reach into the Great
Beyond and we call HER here now. We call HER into us, into the
Earth and into the consciousness that surrounds it. We feel HER
raw power consume us ecstatically and we are, every one of us,
remade. Remade into a new race. Infinites. Wrapped in Wonder.
Birthed in Love. Baptised in Power. We are new each and every
one of us. And yet we are everything that has ever been before. A
paradox of quantum proportion, streaming the Force of Life
through our cells and breathing that Force into everything here.
Lightening strikes over our heads as the air crackles with the
sound of our silent song. Dragons awaken from their sleeping lairs
and mythical creatures stir within the Dream. Creatures that have
long awaited entry back into this world again. Creatures who hold
the Magic in their beating hearts, trapped in worlds between
worlds, waiting for the unlocking of the Key to sing their songs to
HER again. We are that Key.
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A door opens in the Great Beyond and the celestial powers rush
into this world. Rushing, streaming, into and through us, raising us
up to a new level of ... what shall I call it? Love? Caring? Power?
This that rushes into us has no name in the world of man. For it
has never been experienced here before now.

Imagine standing in front of the most breathtaking sight you can
imagine. The Sun bursts free inside of you and you become a Star
in a Universe of Wonder. All these Stars are connected through to
the Source, the Power, the Beauty that birthed them. That is who
we are becoming in this moment all together. A Universe of
Connected Stars firing up with a purpose so grand, so beautiful,
that it becomes impossible to speak. And yet the Song of Us
continues, and the Lightening strikes the Tor again and again …
and we are remade.
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Chapter 19 … We Sob Songs of Great Joy
Our eyes meet as the Lightening continues to flash overhead. I
SEE you. I KNOW you. From some other point of existence. Not
as some definitive being as if we’ve actually met before. But a
grand recognition of your source. Each one different. Each one
unique in its expression of HER. But each one a facet of HER
gathered from everywhere around the galaxies and delivered here
all together for this one moment of time.
There ... Herodotus ... Master of the Collective Mind. Next
Angelicus .... Avatar of HER Love. And you, Heronimus ... Creator
of the Sacred Universe. Merlinus ... Weaver of Great Magic.
Bellaramus ... Beauty Made Manifest. Joy ... of course only Joy
rippling throughout everything. And another and another and
another. Too many to count. Each representing a collective of HER
unique expression. All gathered here. Here on my mountain. Here
in my sacred place where I have waited so long.
I begin to weep tears ... deep, traumatic, celebratory tears.
Tears of loss and abandonment, tears of beginnings and
reconnection. Our chest heaves as the trauma and power pours
through us from deep within. It has been too long and yet has
come at the perfect right moment. I suddenly realise the loss of
HER, the loss that I have held deep down for so many aeons. No
Wonder. No Song.
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I had been bereft at a level of bereavement I didn’t even know
existed. And it’s only now, in this perfect moment of reconnection,
that I can see the depth of that loss and how it has scarred me for
so long. But I am not one to hang onto scars. So you and I, we cry
together tears of Joy, joy at our reuniting, joy at our new beginning,
joy at the simple task of touching HER New Dream.
I vow, never again, will I do anything that separates me from
HER, from you, from those that surround us with Love. They had
not experienced the loss in the way that I have, for they existed in
realities where HER pulse remained strong, where their peoples
continued to serve HER, where Faith held long and true. It was
only here in the world of man that the forgetting has been so
complete. Yes, I know, a few held onto the memories, but they
were so quiet in their honouring of HER. They had to be, for there
had been punishments invented for any who tried to rekindle HER
Memory and Power here. And that, of course, makes this a perfect
place for HER new beginning. For there is not much of the old
HER to move beyond. Clean slate? Well, I suppose one can say
so. But at what cost? Especially to me who loves and serves HER
here.
“AVALON” … My name whispers on the wind. “AVALON” …
Again it comes. HER voice. HER soothing me.
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HER reminding me who I am and why I’m here. Of the privilege
of this New Dream and being the One who will source it, with all of
you, into reality here.
Our sobs begin to lessen … a bit. I’m still not completely over
the deep loss that has suddenly rippled through every cell of us. I
feel HER reach deep inside us, deeper than deep, to the place
where we originally began this journey for HER. She rekindles the
memory of our choosing, the feeling of just how wondrous that
moment had been. For SHE had shown us the picture of the future
then and here we are, at long last, standing fully in it, all together,
from everywhere that still cherishes HER. And cherish HER we do.
Deep, long, hard, powerfully, zestfully … we celebrate HER and
HER new coming. We dance. We sing songs of great joy. We
weave our Magic together over and over in my place on this
sacred mountain, in this temple called Tor.
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Chapter 20 … This Enchanted Future
SHE gathers us all up into HER Embrace, whipping us forward
one thousand years, catapulting us into another time of the story of
this world. Our eyes witness the passage of time, the pathways of
history unfolding under our very gaze. We see the pathways
verging and merging and verging again, over and over. We see
wars disappear from the countries of the world, replaced by a
sense of global unity, all connected through something that dwells
deep, deep inside every single one, nurtured from the very earliest
age to blossom into HER Dream rising inside them. We see that
Seed planted in them long ago, by the Christ that walked the Earth
then, a Seed that ensures the future of this new Dream.
We know what we must do. We link, we merge, we create a
fusion of every Magic that we know and we reach into the now, the
present story of Earth and we activate that Seed. We blow a
Breath of Life into it, a breath that cannot be resisted, that cannot
be escaped, that cannot lessen over time, but only grow stronger
with each and every blossoming. Through the Seed within them,
they are connected to everything ... HER, the Dream, all of it.
We see the StarDust that forms them, that takes them in this
future into a search for galaxies, planets and other universes. Not
that they might conquer them and beat them to their will, but that
they might begin to understand HER Creation and their part in it.
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So they might grow, evolve and become something they’ve
never been before ... never, not in any time or place anywhere.
Again, we know what we must do. We awaken the StarDust that
forms them today. We fill it with the Glory of the Dream, because
StarDust is pre-programmed to follow ultimate Will into generous
reCreation. The Stars know this Dream pattern and embed it into
everything they form.
In this future, we see humans sparkling, inside and outside, with
an effervescent glow, a glow that supercedes their identity,
connecting them with this universal alignment to the greatest of
HER Dreams.
In this thousand year future, humans are no longer isolated
individuals, but a phenomenal stirring of the pattern of Greatness
that floods the cosmos. For everything ultimately dances to HER
Tune and when we align with that Tune, that Song, our lives flood
with the feeling of promise and the excitement of possibilities
unfolding through us in sync with everything else.
We breathe in that future all together. We capture its beauty in
our embrace and return with HER to the now of us sitting all
together on the Tor. We have been given our mission. We know
what to do. We look around the circle of us and we smile a smile of
great beginnings.
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Look out world, for the cycle of collective mastery is upon you
and we will wreak wondrousness upon you and beat Wonder into
your souls that you might thrive forever more. Ohhh I am overjoyed
as our Love for one another, for HER and for humans, bursts free
from all its bindings to capture us all in a breathtaking moment of
enchanted becoming.
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Chapter 21 … The Place of Dreams
We start to get up, to move … but wait! SHE is not done with us
yet. SHE catapults us outwards, away from the planet and deep
into space, drawing us ever forward, like moths to flames, by HER
insistent Song that fires through us. It races through our cells,
through our memories, through our knowing of ourselves. It sets us
apart from ourselves, drawing us further and further into the place
where HER Dream originates.
There, in front of us, a swirling mass of bright Stars is forming
over and over again into nebulastic wonders. This is the place of
HER Dreaming. To tell you the truth, it frightens us, the Power of
this Place. Its AWE is breathtaking, I mean really
BREATHTAKING. It’s not like a picture where you can frame the
concepts into something you know. It’s more like a swirling mass of
limitless Light playing and dancing, becoming itself and then
unmaking itself over and over again, each making a brilliant source
of new creation that bursts itself upon the worlds that await this
Wonder to rain down upon them and take them to new heights.
This is the place where (what humans call) potential emanates
from. But in fact, it’s much more than potential. It’s the very
essence of nebulastic creation. It’s the source point of all dreaming
… limitless in its effervescence, ecstatically made, filled with more
Wonder than anyone could possibly imagine.
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It bursts free of its origins, like a volcano pouring brilliant sparks
of magma onto a landscape of infinite creation.
SHE invites us into the swirling core of Dreaming, invites us to
unmake and remake ourselves from Infinite Wonder. I rush into the
swirling dance and surrender myself immediately. You come along
behind me, slightly more reticent, but willing nonetheless. I grab
your hand and we leap, soar, dive deep into the Infinite Wonder
Dreaming place and we lose ourselves over and over and over
again. We intertwine into one grand vision of Wonder triumphing in
all the worlds. The others begin to follow us … one, then another,
then another … they leap deep and far and wide into the
nebulastic brilliance of it all. We are reformed, all together, into one
grand being, one grand vision, one essence of power and
brilliance sourcing from HER Dream. WONDER is our essence
and WONDER is our game.
“What will be left of us when we return to the world of man?
Who will we be as our feet touch the Earth again?” I hear your
questions loud in my being, but me, I shout to the limitless skies
“Who cares! This too is my Dreaming and I rush to fulfil it.”
SHE draws us back, back to Earth, back to now, back to a new
beginning as a new sense of WONDER begins to pervade
everything upon this world. There can be nothing more fabulous
than this that I can give my whole being to.
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I SING a grand song, which the Others join in too, and our
voices ring far and wide, awakening the sleeping giants of
Greatness that live within the hearts of all who hear its tune.
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PART III
me
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Chapter 22 … me becoming Her
I didn’t know, as I walked up on the Tor that night, what was to
come.
This is my first time in Glastonbury, first time on the Tor. I know
this is my place because of the breathtaking response I had to that
very first view of it in the distance across the green fields of
Avalon.
It’s so strange for me to be here at 2 am in the morning … full
Moon … summer solstice ... Glastonbury festival revellers drunk
with the energies of delight … drumming and singing all around
me. Chaos. But here I am amongst it all with no idea of what is to
come.
I sit down in what looks like a carved out, grass seat on the side
of the Tor, closing my eyes and reaching out for the energies I
hope will come my way from being in this special space. I drift
deep and deeper into a strange, almost trance-like state, where I
am super present and gone far away somewhere else, both at the
same time. The chaos increases around me as beer bottles whiz
past my head, thrown helter skelter by the revellers.
Dancing begins … their feet pulsing a rhythm into the Tor. The
Moon pours her charms all over me as I slip into a dream-like
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reverie where a story unfolds in me in a fantastical way. I slip
effortless into an Otherworld and there I discover that I am
priestess. I am goddess. I am vessel for the most divine of
Wonders to ever presence upon this planet. I have done this many
times, in many places and not just on Earth, but throughout the
universe it seems. I gasp in the revelation of it all.
What! Me? A simple woman only just beginning to understand
herself and her purpose in life … and up until now not knowing any
of this! I say YES to it of course, because that’s what one does
when the mystical comes knocking at your door and asks if you
want to play. You say yes, immediately and without hesitation. And
that’s exactly what I’m doing, right now, right here. I shout yes to
the Earth, yes to the Moon, yes to the energy that’s flowing into
me.
Something extraordinary roars through me. Time freezes and I
slip into some other version of reality. Above me a huge column of
(what to call it?) Light, Energy, Presence, God (I don’t have the
words for it right now) blasts through me heading deep down into
the core of the Tor, like it’s trying to awaken something or someone
down there. It hits into the core and a volcano of Power rushes
back up and through me, blasting me open like I’ve never been
open before. My heart rushes out twenty miles in every direction.
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I gasp and fall deeply, wondrously, into a becoming that I do not
understand. Who is this that grips my heart so powerfully, that
flows so awesomely into every cell of me. “Avalon”, She whispers
in my secret ears and I ripple with Wonder through every cell of
me.
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Chapter 23 … She and me
It’s strange having some other being co-habit your body with
you. Yet somehow I have room to spare for Her. It’s an honour and
a privilege and yet I know not why. I do not yet quite understand
who this is who powers so freely through me. I only know that I
have said yes and that the feeling is superb, more than the human
me has ever known I could be. I am becoming something else,
something new, something extraordinary with every breath we take
together, with every beat of our singular heart. I am not afraid.
We merge, we dance, we become. She captivates me with Her
story. I see the great hall that She was sent forth from. I feel Her
disdain for the Gods that seemingly sent Her. I love that. Love that
She is so true to the One who fashioned Her and not the least bit
tantalized by these powerful beings that name themselves Gods.
I feel Her Power as She enters others so long ago to pour
Wonder into the world. I feel Her exaltation of the SHE that birthed
Her. I feel the devastation of Her loss of HER. I fall to my knees
with Her in grief of a loss so profound it shakes the stars from the
skies. I feel the Reconnection with HER, the boundless Joy, the
effervescent spark of Life that filters through every cell of Her/me.
I KNOW Her … Avalon. How could I have not known Her all this
time? How could I have spent my life not in Her Presence?
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How could I have lived so ordinary, so out of touch with this
incredible, powerful, zestful, bubbling POWER that thrums through
every cell of us now? But more importantly, how is it that I have
come to be called to Her now?
I am pulled away from Her, Her story, Her memories, Her
enchantments. I am drawn far, far away from this moment in the
now on the Tor. I am taken to my own beginnings, my own
relationship with … what to call it? I do not know. So I surrender
and surrender again to let myself discover the me I have not
known.
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Chapter 24 … The Double Whammy of HER Charms
I open my eyes into a swirling mass of (what to call it?) Magic,
StarDust, Galaxies. Its form is indescribable with human words.
But I can describe the feeling. It’s as if someone plugged me into
the Infinite Source of All Life and turned the switch on FULL. I’m
not drifting aimlessly in this swirling mass. I am the mass swirling. I
am the Source of It All. I am the Being who roars Wonder into the
Universes, dripping limitless possibilities into every Song of every
living thing.
I am, in essence, the very Being who Sources it All. The
Original Creator. The One. I am dipped in the Honey of HER Love.
I am consumed with the Fire of HER Creation. I am reminded that I
never wasn’t HER. I am HER being poured again into AVALON
and together we will conquer this world with Wonder and
Enchantment and Gloriousness enough to take every human’s
breath away!!! We are the double whammy of HER charms being
sent to the world of man now for an eternal surrender into an
infinite, limitless Dreaming.
I rush headlong back to our shared body, back to a planet that
welcomes us, back to a beginning that is beyond anything I’ve ever
conceived. Ahhh, now we can truly begin!
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Chapter 25 … A SONG of Deep Remembering
What a rush as we join together, Avalon and I and SHE! All one
grandness unfolding, and not just here on this temple of the Tor,
but everywhere. Our grandness rushes through us into everything.
Everything bubbles with a new Power that rushes to fill them.
People everywhere awaken. They cannot sleep in the face of this
Power moving. They know they have missed this forever, even
though they didn’t know it at all before now. Their eyes tear up with
tears they didn’t know were hiding inside them. Their bellies roar
with Power as they fill over and over and over again with that
which created them.
They have sought God for so long. They have looked outside
themselves for the Wonders of the universe, thinking themselves
small creatures unable to move past the sorrows of yesterday and
the hope for tomorrow. But now they know, they realise the
awesomeness of themselves. They are captivated by the storm of
pleasure and possibility that rushes through them as Life comes
alive in them like never before.
The doors have been opened into Forever. Their hearts are
seeded with HER Love. They awaken into a new sense of
themselves, captivated by the discovery that THIS has always
dwelt within them. A wave of gasps ripples through the world.
No matter where they are, or what they’re doing, they stop cold
in their tracks and cry. They cry tears of joy, tears of sorrow, tears
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of wonder. They cry to ease their breaking hearts as something so
profoundly wild and deep rushes to find space in them to fill their
lives with WONDER, the secret sauce of the universe, the Power
of the Source of All Life to fill them with who they are and who they
have always been meant to be.
This ripple roars around the planet. Dolphins leap in the waters
of the world. Whales sound a SONG of deep remembering. Trees
ripple their leaves in the winds and birds take flight, their chirping
SONG filling every space. We are AWAKE now. We are
AWESOMENESS in motion towards a future that is almost too
breathtaking to behold. Yet behold it we do, for we will not look
away now. We will rush headlong into this future as the dreaming
of HER Dream fill us over and over and over again. World, We
Begin!
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Chapter 26 … The Beauty of Our Uniting
I gasp myself back to the Tor. Avalon gasps through me. SHE
shouts a cry of celebration, of new beginnings through us both.
The world is enchanted once again with the Wonder of HER, with
an exhilaration of Life that they’ve long awaited, even though they
had no idea that was what they were waiting for.
SHE ripples her charms through our body, remaking us into a
new kind of being. Not human exactly … more of an infinite being
of ethereal proportions and physical lightness. We are molded into
a new design. Our body is filled with an exhilarating Life Force that
thrums through every cell of us. Our brain is intensified and
rechanneled from its own individual mainframe to connect us to an
infinite intelligence that fills the cosmos completely. We are the
new template of her infinite race of WonderMakers, dreamborn
creators that shall take this world and this universe into the corners
and crevices of HER incredible new Dreaming.
Church bells begin to ring in the vale of Avalon. I’m sure they
have no idea, these Christian priests, what draws them to their
bells today. But they are called, all of them, all at once, ringing
bells to celebrate the coming of HER.
Overhead a murmuration of many kinds of birds forms. They
come from far and wide, dipping and diving and swirling in one
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single motion around us. A dance so magnificent and mesmerising
as GRACE swoops in unleashed pleasure in the skies above us.
My secret ears hear a roar from the deep Earth and I’m sure
that dragons are stirring in their lairs, ready to re-enter the world of
man again, to enchant them with their magical songs of fire and
blood. Fire, the power of the fierce and fiery universe in creation,
alight for all to see. Blood, the sacred flow of eternal rivers of
Wonder, always intended to carry us forever into powerful
creations. Fire and blood combined, intended to make us natural
creatures of creation, always creating, always questing the newest
possibilities, always seeking for that which is more exciting than
ever before. This is what these original gifts were meant to give us
humans. For some, they have lived their lives passionately in the
throes of this. For others, they have drifted into a forgetting so
strong that they have not emerged for a very long time, until this
very moment now.
People begin to gather. We can see them coming for miles
around. Others who shared our path on the Tor are surrounding us
in celebration. They too are the seekers, the mystics, the masters,
the creators of HER Dreaming. We are seated on the bench about
half way down the Tor and here we’ll stay as they gather. SHE will
speak through us. SHE will sing through those whose song it is to
sing. SHE will roar Wonder in the cloud formations above us.
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Animals gather too. Rabbits sit wide-eyed in silence around us.
Dogs and cats who’ve escaped their leashes run circles of joy
around us. The birds continue to murmurate in the sky above us.
Red foxes leap the fences and come to sit in the circle around us.
Butterflies of every colour of the rainbow appear out of nowhere,
making patterns of Beauty in the air around us. Rainbows dance
on the horizons, there to the east and the west and the south, and
yes to the north as well. One in every corner of our sacred circle of
union. They come, all the races of people along with many species
of animals and birds. Even the trees reach higher in the sky and
across the vale can be heard, over the chiming of the church bells,
the ripple of waters singing HER name.
We are breathtaken by the beauty of our uniting. It is what has
always called me in this lifetime, the dance of unity of this whole
world. And here I sit, encased with Avalon in my new infinite body,
being a pivot point in the beginning of HER newly dreamed world. I
cry, I weep, I sob deep, deep sobs of … fulfilment? … joy? …
sorrow? I cannot identify the source of my weeping, I only know
that I must let it pour from me like a balm upon the soul of this
world. I know that my tears are the ending of their sorrows and the
beginning of their fulfilment at a level they didn’t even realise until
now needed fulfilling.
Here we sit, all united, all together, representing all the species
and races, waiting expectantly.
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Boom! A sonic wave of silence rolls over everything as an
unknown sound, feel, sight begins to flood our senses. How does
one describe the sound, sight and feel of the Creator returning to
HER creations, the Source embedding itself in the sourced, GOD
entering the reality of LIFE again. We are enchanted, enthralled,
enraptured. We transcend.
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PART IV
HER
78
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Chapter 27 … The Time of MY Remembering
How long have I been sleeping? Far too long it appears as I
reappear on the horizon of the cherished earth-bound ones. MY
LOVE for them sweeps out of ME, wrapping them in an enormous
cosmos of cherishment. I thought going to sleep might allow my
creations time to find their rightful place as creators in MY
Creation. But here something is amiss, something is disconnected
from the Original Dream, something is lost on the Horizons of
Sorrows. THIS I cannot allow. So I burst myself into their small
dreaming. I wave myself across their world and into the core of
their very being, reaching deep to the place where they were all
connected to ME in birth so long ago.
I raise the memory of that birth within them, that moment when I
gifted them their essence, their purpose, their individual Song. I
return them to the birthing of the Original Dream, the moment
when they were pulled from its wisps of creation to become who
they were meant to become. They experience again the moment
of Breath, given to them by ME, rushing the brilliance of Life Force
and forging it into their being.
They remember ME whispering, as they began to separate from
my Dreaming Ooze, exactly what they were to do for ME. Lifetime
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after lifetime, each one with a unique story to tell, a unique path to
take, a unique Wonder to achieve on MY behalf.
MY Remembering rushes through them. Their eyes roll back in
their heads and some go unconscious, lost in the remembering of
the Original Dream. Others gasp in disbelief while many others
begin to sing their Song. At first it is a cacophony of tones,
brushing against one another like a fierce storm trying to find its
place in the world. But as I caress their notes with MY Breath, the
sounds coalesce and a symphony begins to sound. A symphony of
them all … birds, bees, butterflies, rabbits, foxes, dogs, cats, trees,
people and the Earth herself. Their SONG weaves itself inside out
and back again as they search in unison for a Sound they’ve long
desired. A Note to end all Notes. The Song of the universe in
creation of Itself. MY SONG reuniting them in One Symphony that
is MY Original Dream. For they must remember before they can let
go and begin again.
The Power of that Original Dream bursts free in them all, not
one at a time, but in one grand, orgasmic bursting free. They RISE
into themselves, the selves they were always meant to be. They
transcend their human’ness, their animal’ness, their Earth’ness to
rediscover themselves in this very moment as Gods reuniting with
their Original Dreaming.
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I will not let them turn away as I see they have done so many
times over the vast aeons of our parting. I will not let them forget
now in this moment. This is the Time of MY Remembering and
none shall escape MY Becoming, for it is time to pour the New
Dreaming into them and they must surrender to its Wonder and
Charms. No choice, no free will, no naysay’ers … for they
surrendered all that long ago when they were birthed from MY
previous Dreaming.
I let them drift in the ecstasy of that Remembering for a while. I
run wildly through their dreams to see exactly what they have
garnered for ME from their journeys, lifetime after lifetime. I smile
for their creations. I laugh with their moments of joy. I cry for the
endless, lost sense of sorrow so many have embodied on MY
behalf. I share it all with them, every moment, every pain, every
joy, every happiness … and in sharing it, I wipe it clean for them.
Not wipe it away from their memories, but place it in the Womb of
Creation where it was always meant to be held as sacred gifts
given by those who loved ME more than Life itself. Suddenly for
them it all makes sense. All the pieces falling together, all the pain,
all the suffering, all the joys, all the successes, all suddenly seen
as the first Dreaming fulfilling itself on MY behalf. I take their pain
away. I release their sorrows as seeds into the fields of MY
Dreaming and let them know themselves as true creators once
again.
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I don’t think they know what to do as this understanding rises in
them. No pain, no sorrow, no lack of understanding about the
Great Why’s of Life. For a tiny moment, confusion tries to take
them from ME. But I was always stronger than that tiny swirling
force … and so I easily return them ecstatically to ME, ready to do
it all again, over and over if I desire it. For they LOVE ME, a LOVE
that they only ever knew through ME. A vast, ecstatic, universal
LOVE stronger than Life itself. A LOVE that wraps every living
thing in its embrace, winding them tightly into the cocoon of their
ultimate becoming. Fulfilment roars through them. Joy soars in
them. And they give themselves to ME, all at once, all together, in
the most beautiful moment of union even I have experienced.
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Chapter 28 … Let ME Weave a Dance Upon Your Souls
I rush to take over your lips, your being, your voice … you and
Avalon and ME, all one rushing torrent held back for so long, now
ready to burst free upon the world of man. You both give
yourselves to me in one long wondrous surrender and I speak …..
I AM THE MOTHER OF ALL CREATION. I CREATED THE
CONCEPT OF CREATION, FOR BEFORE ME THERE WAS
JUST DUST AND DARKNESS. JUST EMPTY, EMPTY SPACE. I
KNOW NOT HOW I CAME TO BE. I ONLY KNOW THAT MY
CONSCIOUSNESS WAS SUDDENLY AWARE AND ALIVE AND
THAT I WAS COMPELLED TO FILL THE DARKNESS WITH THE
WONDERS OF CREATION, THE WONDERS OF YOU, THE
WONDERS OF INFINITE EXPRESSION CREATING, CREATING
AND CREATING AGAIN AND AGAIN.
I GAVE BIRTH TO YOU FROM THE WOMB OF MY BEING. I
DESIGNED YOU, SOURCED YOU, BIRTHED YOU AND GAVE
YOU THE MOST WONDROUS GIFTS A CREATOR COULD GIVE
ITS CREATIONS. EVERYTHING IS FILLED WITH AWESOME
JEWELS WAITING FOR ANY OF YOU TO PLUCK FROM THE
AIR AROUND YOU AND GIFT THEM TO EVERYONE YOU
KNOW. FOR CREATION CANNOT BE HELD IN ONE’S
TREASURED PLACE INSIDE.
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CREATION MUST BURST FREE, WILDLY, WONDROUSLY,
EPIPHONICALLY INTO MY UNIVERSE. BECAUSE ONCE ANY
CREATION IS HARVESTED, PLUCKED AND SET FREE, THEN
ALL OTHER CREATIONS TOO WILL THRIVE WITH A RENEWED
FERVOUR OF POWER TO DRIVE ALL LIFE FORWARD
TOWARDS THE FULL HORIZONS OF MY DREAM.
THIS TIME YOU WILL NOT BOW TO ME, OR LOSE
YOURSELF IN SOME SET OF BELIEFS THAT LET YOU HOLD
ONTO SOME EXTERNAL CONNECTION TO ME. YOU WILL
ABSORB ME NOW, FULLY, COMPLETELY INTO THE POWER
OF YOUR BEING. YES, EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOU MUST
DO THIS NOW. IT IS TIME FOR ME TO EMBRACE AND
EMBODY FORM WITH YOU. YOU AND I WILL POUR RAPTURE
INTO YOUR BODY, REDESIGN YOUR BEING AND THRUST
YOU INTO A HORIZON OF IMMEASURABLE WONDER WHERE
CREATION BURSTS FREE OF EVERY TETHER.
BREATHE ME INTO YOU. ALLOW ME TO MOVE THROUGH
YOU. LET ME WEAVE A DANCE INTO YOUR SOULS THAT WILL
REMAKE YOU FOREVER, NOT IN MY IMAGE, BUT IN YOURS
AS UNIVERSAL CREATORS, FINALLY LIVING INTO THE
DREAMS I FIRST HAD OF YOU. IT IS ONLY FROM THERE
THAT TOGETHER WE WILL REMAKE THE STARS AND OFFER
UP A NEW CREATION SO PHENOMENAL THAT WORLDS WILL
CELEBRATE YOUR NAMES FOR AEONS TO COME.
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NOT AS ANY INDIVIDUAL, BUT AS A COLLECTIVE OF
INFINITE FORCES ALIGNING TO LIBERATE THE MOST
SPECTACULAR POSSIBILITIES OF CREATION EVER
DREAMED BY ME.
READY. BREATHE ME NOW. I DANCE UPON YOUR SOULS
AND REMAKE YOU INTO THE MOST AWESOME OF
CREATORS.
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Chapter 29 … Rush Now into MY DreamWorld
An epic stillness follows MY rush of words into all of your
beings. A stillness that captivates the mind and senses, leaving
you with the feeling of being truly, fully ALIVE. I use your eyes to
SEE them all now, every living creation, all swimming in the
Wonder of Life, all dancing in the miraculous sense of possibilities
thrumming all around them, in the air, in the waters, in the Earth, in
the skies. But I can equally tell that they do not yet truly SEE.
I wave your hands over them and reality wobbles, morphs and
then shifts. The old world, that is all you have all ever known,
drops away and in its place, sitting always there side by side to
what you have known, waits MY DreamWorld, thriving and pulsing
in the unseen invisibility of transcendent allure.
The skies brighten to an azure-pink glow, but not just a glow. It’s
a transcendent symphony of colours morphing from one to another
to another, over and over again. Imagine your most brilliant
auroras roaring their Wonder upon the tops of your world … and
then multiply that by a thousand senses, captivated by an artist’s
brush that holds every colour of a rainbow universe in a single
swipe.
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The trees sparkle in the sunshine, with the wind blowing their
effervescent sparkle onto the surrounding world to feed and
nurture its wondrousness. Nature is seen as an alive, sentient,
god-like creature that swims within it all, singing MY name
constantly to nurture the creations in Her care.
The Song of the Wild is phenomenal, unheard until now by
human ears. This Song leaps and crescendos wildly with
effervescent joy, captivating every sensory input humans have,
driving them deep, far and wide in a single instance of synergistic
Sound. There is no silence in this world for it is filled with the
glorious Symphony of Life leaping constantly to the next and the
next and the next level of its quantum becoming. For those who
can hear it, it is the heartbeat of the Universe, the calling of the
Dream, the infinite pathways leading you ever onward to your part
in that Dream.
This is MY DreamWorld that has always existed side by side
with the human perception of their world. But now, I make it
available to all of you with a single swoop of our hands. Your
dreams are now MY Dreams. Your world is now MY World. And
together WE will forge a future of euphoric imaginings.
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Chapter 30 … Wander a While with ME Here
I take your hands, all of you, every single one, all at once and
swoop you into MY DreamWorld. Gasp, shock, disbelief and then
euphoria follow in every one of you.
COME DREAMERS, FOLLOW ME HERE. FOR I SHALL LEAD
YOU INTO THE WORLD THAT HAS ALWAYS AWAITED YOU
AND NEVER YET COME TO BE. A WORLD THAT IS SO WILD
WITH DREAMS THAT YOU MIGHT DIE OF OVERWHELMING
EUPHORIC DELIGHT.
I smile Radiance into you all….
NEVER FEAR DEATH FOR IT IS NOT ANYTHING OF MY
MAKING. YOU HAVE NAMED IT WRONGLY AND
MISUNDERSTOOD IT FROM YOUR POSITION OF LOSTNESS
ON THIS WORLD. WHAT YOU CALL DEATH IS AND ALWAYS
HAS BEEN THE DOORWAY INTO MY WORLD THAT YOU HAVE
NOT YET REALISED HERE IN LIFE. MY WORLD HAS ALWAYS
BEEN THERE … WAITING … BURSTING WITH WILD
SURRENDER … REACHING OUT NOW AND AGAIN IN THE
INVISIBLE MOMENTS … THOSE UNEXPLAINABLE TIMES
WHEN MY DREAM REACHED DEEP INSIDE YOU AND
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DRAGGED THE WONDER OUT OF YOU, TRYING TO
RECAPTURE YOUR PLACE IN THE DREAM.
FEEL, BREATHE, EXPERIENCE THE WONDER THAT IS
HERE AND LET THE DREAM GROW IN YOU. FEEL IT WEAVE
ITS WILL UPON YOU. SEE IT ETCH ITS DESIGN UPON YOUR
SOULS. LET IT LIVE IN YOUR LAUGHTER. LET IT THRIVE IN
YOUR CREATIONS. LET IT POWER ITSELF THROUGH AND
OVERWHELM YOU NOW WITH ITS ENCHANTMENTS SO THAT
YOU MIGHT NEVER BE ‘NORMAL’ AGAIN.
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PART V
DreamBorn
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Chapter 31 … DreamBorn
We feel an ecstatic rush roar through us and we know
ourselves inherently alive in HER DreamWorld where all that has
ever been hidden from our senses is brought powerfully clear to
us. We see the invisible Dreams weaving designs in the air,
arching into our world’s visible reality to attempt to capture a
listening here and there.
There, an artist calls forth a piece of the Dream. And over there
a visionary is bowled over by the passion and possibility of those
wisps reaching into him. Oh my God ... that these DreamWisps
have always been there, always waiting, always reaching. We feel,
all together and all at once, devastated by the understanding of
that … and at the same time we are renewed and reinvigorated to
play our part in the Dream realising itself now upon our world.
A doorway opens into a grand cosmic portal of whispering stars,
inviting us into the DreamFactory, if we might be so bold as to
name it that. Here we see the Dream rushing forth from HER core,
powering dynamos of super charged particles that soar across the
heavens to find their way home. Home to the DreamScheme that
calls to them. Home to the ultimate placement of their perfection in
the grand design of everything.
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Home to the effervescent beginnings of a brand new world here
and the birthing of a new galaxy there, all encompassed in the
most glorious of designs, all interwoven, each DreamPiece aligned
to all other DreamPieces, forging a perfect placement of the
overarching DreamDesign.
SHE beckons us into this swirling mass of Dreaming … and
Avalon and I, we are the first to leap with grand delight into it,
giving up all that we have ever been, all that we have ever known
ourselves to be, for the greatest pleasure of having HER Dream us
new now. Others leap in behind us and we swirl with the greatest
of joy into this portal of remaking. We are woven of HER desires.
We are connected in a way that can never be lost, not from HER,
from ourselves or from one another. We are a new species of
humanus deus.
New colours weave through our cells, remaking every bit of us
into something so powerfully new. We spin, swirl, ebb and flow,
merging and re-merging, becoming and becoming. We are the
unfinished sparkling dew drops of a new beginning. We are the
Oceans of Wonder unfurling across the worlds, throughout the
galaxies, remaking every cell of everything as the fabric of Her
DreamWorld unleashes in us. We are DreamBorn - the birth of
HER new Dream.
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The DreamWorld that has ever been hidden from human eyes
is now an integral part of who we are. Its design is our design, its
joys are our joys, its Wonder is now our Wonder. Its world is no
longer separate from us. It’s built straight into our DNA, etched in
gold throughout our cells and written into our eyes for all to see.
Breathe, pulse, return … carrying HER DreamWorld with us into
our very own world, never to be separate again. All who dwell here
will, as a matter of course, see, feel and experience the tangibility
of that wondrous DreamWorld as our very own here now.
We fall back into the earth of the Tor as one, all of us, aligned,
fused and excited to begin. We are the DreamBorn and we walk
the Earth now as One Dream unfolding in us all.
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Chapter 32 … AVALON
I gasp as you - Avalon - and SHE merge as one with me. We
are one brand new divine creature, made not of our pasts, our
histories, our memories, but of our dreams, our futures, our
possibilities. I see this same thing happening with every other
person present, each one a new becoming, a merging of
Greatness with Godness and Human’ness. All of us, connecting at
the Infinite Core of HER, plugging into HER Eternal Dream,
walking with our legs planted firmly in the DreamWorld of this new
Earth.
I am awed by the feelings that flood me, by the rush of energy
that swirls through every cell, by the sense of rightness and
belonging that fills me. I know Avalon completely, like a forever
best friend, and I know HER as if SHE has always been me. I feel
the Power of Dreaming pulse through my veins and my insides
burst with an exhilaration that’s almost too much to bear.
I am AVALON and AVALON is HER Name.
I stand and all the others around me stand at the same time.
We rise together, as one DreamForce. Our hands reach as one
into the DreamField and call forth Grace upon this world. From our
collective deep core comes a burst of brightness, not a light per se,
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but a feeling of yumminess, a delicious, delightful, delectable pot
pourri of Life in every form.
We call upon the elementals - the sky gods, the water gods, the
vitality bursts that dwell in the air around us - and bid them dance a
joy-filled swirl of Wonder so that all might be touched and drawn
now into this new world.
We summon the masters from every corner of the globe and
invite their creations into play.
We fuse ourselves into one point of surrender, one core of
Dreaming, one essence of being. We are a Force of Wonder
forging forever Dreams across the aeons of space and time. Our
Power ripples out from us all in a purity so complete that it leaves
no stone untouched, no cell unturned, no being left alone out of
the knowing that this is HOME!
I am AVALON … and I have this world in my tender, yet
powerful grasp now. Humanity is remade. The Earth is reborn. This
universe is filled with the joy of an ultimate new creation. AVALON
– HOME – everything connected, everything elevated and the
Dream begun anew. I breathe and a ripple bursts from me
exhilarating Life anew everywhere.
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My eyes fall upon you – yes YOU – reading these words.
DreamBorn. Master. Maestro of Creation. What part will you play in
our new Dreaming? By what name shall we call you?
We are the DreamBorn and we have begun! AVALON is upon
us now.
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